contemporaries faced with dread. Propaganda stories about the air war were integral elements of the wider war effort, a trait that manifested itself in a flood of writings among both belligerents. After all, propaganda not only justified and explained aerial campaigns; it also aimed to uphold the very morale that air raids were designed to disrupt. The newspaper reports, public speeches and accounts penned by and about pilots that provide the sources for this chapter had to pass the -very different -censorship regimes in both countries. Given the control that state authorities exerted over propaganda initiatives, it would be unrealistic to expect 'faithful' accounts of specific event or revelations of individual flyer's private motivations from the texts under study. The texts analysed here were intended for public consumption and served political purposes. What they do reveal is stark differences between the stories and pieces of information that governments and military leaderships promoted or, at least, tolerated as public knowledge of military violence, contrasts rooted in both countries' dominant public cultures and ideologies. * * * Notwithstanding its initially marginal impact on the overall outcome, aerial warfare arrested contemporaries' imagination from 1914 on as 'aces' piloting fast, single-seater fighter planes armed with machine guns became national heroes. Unlike ground troops locked in mechanized and impersonal 'mass slaughter', the 'aces' of the Great War owed their prominence to the fact that propaganda cast them as autonomous fighters who determined their own rules of engagement. While, in Germany, public pronouncements sometimes credited pilots with observing a code of chivalry, German propaganda often openly defied a knightly ethos. In biographical and autobiographical writings, Germany's foremost aces neither showed mercy to defeated opponents nor suffered pricks of conscience after combat. On the contrary, a hagiography of Oswald Boelcke -Germany's first celebrated ace -claimed that its subject positively enjoyed the havoc he wreaked as he described exploding enemy aircraft as an aesthetic delight: 'Seeing the enemy apparatus break up just in front of me, bursting into flames and then falling down like a torch was a beautiful spectacle.' 4 Some flyers issued martial pledges that 'tomorrow it must rain English pilots' blood' while others proudly referred to themselves as 'the modern riders of the apocalypse'. Glorifications were not restricted to aerial combat among pilots but extended to campaigns against civilian targets including residential
